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Optical Characteristics Simulation of TFT Addressed Liquid Crystal Display
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A sinulation nethod is described to calculate characteristics such asoptical threshold voltages and contrast ratio in TFT-LCDs. The nodel
accuracy ras verified by conparins with neasurenents for a lQ-inch diagonal
LCD addressed bv a-Si TFTs. Contrast ratio distribution in an LCD sas alsoinvestigated. One of the nonunifornities was attributed to the decrease involtage droP, due to the gate-source parasitic capacitance sith increasinggate voltage fall tine.

1. INTRODUCTION

As the size of thin filn transistor
addressed lieuid crystal displays (TFT -LCDs)

is increased, unifornity of the display
quality should be considered. Distribution
of optical characteristics along the gate

line direction (X-direction) has been

reported t), where nonunifornity was attri -
buted to the decrease in the charged voltage
through TFTg sith increasing gate voltage
rise tine along the direction. As for the
distribution along the scanning direction
(Y -direction) , it has been discussed as a

function of off-state current in TFTs '). The

voltage drop effect by the gate -source
parasitic capacitance (Ccs), however, has not

been exanined.

In this paper, the sinulation method uas

developed, and the effect on contrast ratio
distribution (both X - and Y -directions) by

the increase of gate line resistance or
off-state current cas calculated.

2. SIUULATION }IETHOD

Figure I shows an equivalent circuit
describing a picture elenent. Here, Csrc is

s-E-14

the storage capacitance, installed in parallel
to the LC capacitance (Cr,c), and Rr.c is the
LC resistance. C c s is the parasitic
capacitance between gate and source

electrodes in a TFT,

Figure 2 plotts a voltage wave forn
diagran using frane reversed driving nethod,

The subscripts H and L denote hish and loc
Ievels of each terninal voltage, respectively.
The root-nean-square-voltage (Vrns) applied
to the LC eas deternined by calculating Vs,
which uas described as the following three
characteristics. First, the drain voltage is
charged to Clc, chile the gate voltage (Vcn)
with the period of tu is appLied. The voltage
of (VoH - Vou)/Z is designated as the sisnal
voltage (Vsig1. Next, the charged voltage (Vs)

shift cith the voltage drop AV at the time of
the gate voltage fall due to Ccs coupling,
and then the TFT is turned off. Finally, Vs

is stored until another gate voltage is
applied for the reversed voltage (Vou).

2.1 Charsing Characteristics
The equation describing the charging

characteristics is given as

T.
K.



d
(Cuc+csrc) - (Vs(t)-Vcott)=Ion (1)

dt

Here, Ion is on-state current in the TFTs'

Ehich uas obtained by a gradual channel

approxination ").

2.2 Storage Characteristics

The storage characteristics for charged

voltage are described as

Vs(t)-VcoH. ,^ d
r 1r,uc*Csro) I (Vs (t) -Vcon) =Iof f . (2)

Rr,c dt

Here, Ioff, rhich dePends on the terninal

voltages, is off -state current and sas

obtained by measurenents with a test elenent.

2.3 Voltage Drop

The voltage droP caused bY the non -

distorted gate Pu1se is expressed as

Ccs
(Vcn - Vcu) (3)AVcs =

Ccs+Cuc+Csrc

The C r, c dePends on Vrns because of the

anisotropy of LC-pernittivity, shile Ccs

depends on the voltage (Vcn-Vo) because

channel resistance in its l{IS structure

varies sith the voltage. The Ccs dependence

sas estinated fron the neasured voltage droP

for TFT test eleuents.

For actual LCDs, V c s is snaller than

that expressed by €9. (4) because re-charging

to the V o level haPPens during the gate

voltage distortion tine. The gate Pulse

distortion in the distributed elenent

circuits having R and C elenents uas obtained

analytically t), and the re -charging effect

sas considered.

Tenperature dependences for nobility and

threshold voltage in TFT characteristics or

LC-resistance were fitted to neasurenents.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.L Accuracy of Sinulation

To verify the sinulation accuracy' the

calculations were conPared with neasurenents

for a 10-inch diagonal LCD addressed bv a-Si

TFTs,

Figure 3 shoss sate Pulse width (t L )

dependence of the optical threshold voltages

(Vthro, Vthlo) at loto temperature. These

voltages denote the value of Vsig showing 50$

or 10$ transnittance. Both rose markedly by

shortening the pulse uidth to less than 20 F st

because the charging rate was decreased.

Figure 4 shoss frame frequency (f p )

dependence of these threshold voltaged at

high tenperature. The voltages rose

gradually with decreasing f r' (increasing

storage time) , because the stored voltage

decreased.

Good agreenent between calculation and

neasurenent sas obtained in Practical

tenperature range (0 -60 t ) . This agreenent

verified the sinulation accuracy for

designing TFT-LCDs.

3.2 Unifornity of DisPIaY Area

Figure 5 shoss the contrast ratio (CR)

distribution in an LCD calculated under

different values of gate line resistance (Rc)

and TFT off -state current (fott) . The

unifornity obtained for Ion R c of 1k O and

los Ioff of 5x10-'" A uas fair (Fie. 5 (a) ) ,

shereas the ratio decreased with increasing

Y-distance for high Ioff of 5X10- " 4 (Fis. 5

(b) ) . This decrease was attributed to

variation in the driving conditions: the V o

at the first gate line (l=Onn) was constant

during the storage tine and the difference

betseen Vs and Vo sas snall, uhile the Vp at

the final line (Y = 160mn) sas immediatelv

reversed after the gate voltage fell' shich

gave a larger voltage difference between both

voltages. The larger voltage difference

caused the stored V s to decay and Vrms

decreased with increasins Ioff .

The ratio calculated for hieh Rc of 10k CI

decreased cith increasing X-distance fron the

Ieft side on which the gate Pulse was supPlied'

and CR had a sharp peak along the left edge

(Fie. 5 (c) ) . This anonalous distribution
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is expressed sinply as

Vrns = Vsig +AVu-[Vn

possibly resulted fron the decrease of Vrms

due to the increase of Vc distortion.
To investigate the relationship between

Vrns and the gate pulse distortion, position
dependenie of charged source voltage (Vt) for

VoH uas compared uith that of IVn or AVI

shoEn in Fig, 6. The gate voltage faII tine
(tcr') i" also plotted. The tcr increased

sith increasing distance and then tended to
saturate at about the center of the LCD. AVr.

decreased sinilar to t c r , while the other
value eas alnost constant. If charging and

storage characteristics are perfefct, Vrns

neasurements in a practical temperature

range (0-60t). Unifornity analysis indicated

that the high resistance of the gate line
resulted in a contrast ratio peak at the

driven end of the gate line. This anonalous

distribution sas attributed to the decrease

in voltage drop in the negative phase due to

the gate pulse distortion.
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Vcou

Fig.l Equivalent circuit for a picture elenent.

(4)

This equation indicates that Vrns decreases

eith decreasing AVI when AVH is constant.

Thus the decrease in the CR farther along the

gate line from the driven end was attributed
to the AVH decrease.

To verify the X-distance dependences of

AVH and AV, the voltagi drop AV sas neasured

for a TFT test elenent as shown in Fig. 7,

where the paraneter t r sinulated the gate

fall tine in sone actual LCDs. Each gate -
drain voltage (Vco) of 5 V or 20 V corres-
ponded to the actual driving conditios in the

positive or negative phases ([Vu or lVr,). The

voltage drop AV for Vco=20V decreased with

increasing tp, uhile AV uas constant with Vcp

of 5V, These t F dependences in this
neasurenent shoced a sinilar tendency to the

calculation in Fig. 7.

It nas found that the voltage drop cas

decreased by the increase of the gate voltage

fall tine, and had a significant influence on

the distribution of optical characteristics.

4. CONCLUSION

A conprehensive model which simulates

the distribution of optical characteristics

in TFT-LCDs was developed by considering the

distortion of gate voltage. The accuracy of
the model rdas verified by comparing with
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Fig.2 Drive voltage tining chart,
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Fig.6 Calculated distributions of gate voltage
fall tine, charged voltage, and voltage droPs

along a gate line.
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Fig.5 Contrast ratio distribution calculated
under different values of gate line resistances
and TFT off-state currents.
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